Crabs in the Classroom

The Coastal Discovery Museum would like to invite you to participate in the 2020-2021 Crabs in the Classroom program.

Horseshoe Crabs are fascinating creatures that have successfully survived in the ocean for millions of years. The Crabs in the Classroom program provides an opportunity for you to learn more about these amazing creatures, raise horseshoe crabs in your classroom, and educate your students using the provided curriculum.

Please join us at the Coastal Discovery Museum on April 29, 2020 from 8:00am–2:30pm for the Crabs in the Classroom teacher workshop. During this workshop you will learn about horseshoe crab (HSC) life history and management, receive HSC curriculum, tank supplies, and HSC eggs, and learn how to care for your horseshoe crabs.

Thanks to Bargain Box Grants there is no fee for this workshop or your starter HSC tank & supplies. There are some additional responsibilities which included caring for your crabs for a full year and purchasing two 5 gallon buckets, HSC food, and additional marine salt for your tank.

We hope you decide to participate in this fun and educational experience! Space is limited so please register as soon as possible.

To register please contact: 
Dawn Brut / 843 689 6767 x228 / dbrut@coastaldiscovery.org